GENOMIC DIAGNOSTIC DEVICE MANUFACTURER

IN-VITRO DIAGNOSTIC (IVD) DEVICE

MEVOPUR™ Laser-Transmitting and Laser-Absorbing Pre-color Solution

AVIENT SOLUTION

KEY REQUIREMENTS

- Good weldability, low rejection rate
- Solutions in wide range of polymers, colors and transparency
- Pre-tested ingredients to biocompatibility and extractable metals

WHY AVIENT

- Customized solutions - Quality-by-Design (QdB) approach
- Optimized pigment / additive selection – good distribution in final part minimizes welding failure
- Mitigated contamination and extractable risk on incoming raw material with control based on fingerprinting
- Ensured uninterrupted supply from multiple ISO13485-2016 certified sites
- Minimized risk of change with change control agreements

LEARN MORE